The influence of spatial contrast on the frequency-dependent nature of vibration sensitivity.
Several stimulus configurations have been described for measuring the threshold for vibration perception. One such configuration, used primarily for screening for peripheral nervous system function, for example, consists of a matrix of 24 rows and 6 columns of tiny pins vibrating at 230 Hz, with the even rows of pins vibrating in opposite phase to the uneven rows. In order to determine which class of mechanoreceptors is being tested with such a stimulus, the frequency dependence of the threshold for vibration perception was measured with a similar stimulus configuration in a group of younger subjects and in a group of older subjects. Moreover, the stimulus configuration could be changed from opposite phase stimulation to equal phase stimulation, wherein all pins vibrated with equal phase. In the range above 160 Hz, it appeared that in younger subjects the threshold of the Pacinian receptor system was evaluated with both modes of stimulation, although the sensitivity for opposite phase stimulation was reduced relative to the sensitivity for equal phase stimulation. In the older subjects, equal phase stimulation also appeared to evaluate the Pacinian receptor system. However, with the opposite phase stimulation, the non-Pacinian receptors tended to be evaluated. Below 100 Hz, sensitivity was greater for opposite phase than for equal phase stimulation in both groups. Moreover, with both modes of stimulation, a sensitivity maximum at 40 Hz could be obtained, which was tentatively ascribed to the rapidly adapting class of mechanoreceptors.